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Figure 3.. 
diegrera. 

An -le. analogous to the preceeding schematic 
CcnWdW lhrth An&ariaa to be sUtiozprr)i; the 

PaaiLFa to k-m hotihwist toward t&q A;sirutkn \Wch, 
aad the small bbck in the Jmmr righr hmd M tc be 
m3rhg northea* Wward the Kiddie barfor TfWah. Wm., 1966_ 
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is incqWe with those above and weuld nat occur. 

Figure 2. shows three blocks bounded by a rise and fault% %Gd 

a trench at three successive time intervals. We see that the strige 

of a fault depends on the difference between the velocfti55 of the 

two sides, an8 that the axis of the rise has a "drift" velocity 

equal to the average of the veloaities of the two aides. Au 

example of this geometry in nature is shown in Figure 3* ,Th% 

w## k&Lacks %re.R6%th America (considered stationary), the Pacifio 

Blook (moving northweet toward the Aleutian and Japan Tre%ah), and 

a snrall block bomd%d by the Middle America Trench and the mm+ 

Pacific Rise between the Gulf of California and the Tehuantepcc 

Ridge Oaov~ng noaheast into the trench). 

We now go to a uphere. A theorem of qoemetry proves that a 

Work cm a sphere can be moved to any other conceivable orientation 

by a single rotation about an appropriate pole. We may pple this 

te prove that the relative motion of two rigid blocks oh a sphexe 

x%y be described by an angular velocity vector. We need week 

parameters, two to apeaffy the location of the pole and one for 

the% mgnit&% c+f tb% %ngul%x v%locity. Look at tiguxe 4. and 

consider the left block to be stationary and th5 right block to 

be moving as shorn.. Faults of great dfsglscarmnt can omur only 

where there is no aompomnt of velocity perpendicular to wr 

striker the diff%renoe in velocity of the two si&s mot be p%r%UeL 

to the faub's strike. (Consider the great depths &the-Gulf of 

Aqabaandthe ShmdSea a8 con#asted to the shtmtmountain ntnge in 

U&anon. The %x%5 of these features depart frm CL 5moth sarall 

circle representing the motion.of Arabia relative to the Africa- 

~t%xan%%% Nook in a manner which qu%litativeLy explain5 these 
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Figure 5. The strike of the transform faults in the 
equatorial Atlantic cornparerS to circles concentric 
about a p&e at 65*N, 35*W. (The-ptseent naotion of 
Africa relative to Scbuth Armxica) UkWte4 from 
Reezen Pllxa~%%wp, 19651 
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[A' ia Old fracture zones in the Pacific. 
pted from kenazd, 19671 

Pole at 79’N, lll"E. 
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We may contrast this present motion of Africa - South. America 

with the average motion of these two coctinents since they first 

split apart. Figure 7 snows concentric circles drawn about a pole 

Llt 44.CON, 30.6OW; the pole about which Africa must be rotated to 

n:a%‘? Lt3 coastline coincide with the coastline of Soutkl A2ncr:ca. 

[Bullard, Everett, and Smith, 19651. This average motion is quite 

different from the present motion, the initial driftinq must have 

been more north-south until the present more or less east-west 

motion commenced maybe 50 million years ago. Figure 8 shows the 

old fracture zones in the Pacific (Menard, 19671 and s set ,)f circles 

concentric about 79ON, lll"E. The Mendocino and Picneer .racture 

zones depart from the circles much sooner than do the other fracture 

zones, this is likely related to North America "overriding" and 

interferrng with the flow of the rise.at an early date. These 

old fracture zones indicate that the Pacific once moved tovdrd 

trenches off New Guinea and the Phillipines. About 13 million 

years ago this pattarn changed and the Pacific now moves toward the 

.Japan and Aleutian trenches. 

If we assume that Africa and the Americas are opening up about 

a pole at 65ON, 35"W, then we may predirt the velocity of spreading 

at each point along their common boundary (the Azores to Bcuvet Island) 

If we know the latituae ‘lnd ionyltude of a point on the zest of the 

ridge and the strike of the ridge at this point, we calculate the 

velocity of spreading perpendicular to the strike of the ridge 

according to: 
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In order to be able to project a prttern of nragnetic anomaifea 

from a ship's track to % line parallel to the direction of spreading, 

WB need to know the strike of the magnetic ananaly pattern. This 

rslation is sbuwn in Figure 9. It is canvenfent to let the 

*h&if-velocity p&pendicul%r to the strike of the ridge' be the 

form in which the obrrervations are plac%d. "Ha&f-velocity" since 

thi# ie the form in which epr%%ding rata% %re corarmonly quoted. 

There rppears to be eo&m setf-adfurting arcb%ni%m fn the rifting 

process which gives rise to a synm&tric magnetic anomaly p%ttern, 

but there is no gecmetrical requiremaent that spreading rates be 

squal on b&h sides. We define half-velocity to be the distance 

from % recognie%bL% feature of a mgnetic pattern to t?8e corre%- 

pending frature on the ather side of the ridge divided by two 

land divided by the approprfate tinm). We choose "perpendicular 

to the strike of the ridge" since this means an abrerved rate 

need be determined only once , and this value then compared to 

a chofc* of calculated models. 
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Irqure 10 shows several observed spreading rates in the 

Atlantic compared to the model. Since the ridge runs almost 

monotonically north-south with only a minimum of doubling back 

at the equator, latitude is a convenient coordinate against 

which to plot the rates. Knowledge of the latitude, longitude, 

and strike of the ridge were needed at each point; these values 

were taken from Figure 2 of Talwani, Heezen, and Worzel (19611 

for the northern part, from Figure 7 shown here [Heezen and Tharp, 

19651 for the equatorial region, and Figure 3 of Heirtzler and 

Le Pichon [1965] for the southern region. The solid line in 

Figure 10 was calculated using these values and with the chorce 

of PLONG = 65.'N, PLAT = 35.'W, VMAX = 1.8 cm/yr. The dashed line 

ignores the strike correction; it gives not the half-velocity 

perpendicular to the strike of the ridge but rather the half- 

velocity parallel to the direction of spreading. 

The observed values were obtained in the following manner. 

The two points marked "Phillips" were obtained by .?. D. Phillips 

(private communication, to be presented at the Washington meeting, 

A.G. U., 1967)'. The magnetic profiles used here may be found in 

Heirtzler and Le Pichon (19651, Talwani, Heezen, and Worzel 119611, 

and Vacquier and Von Herzen (19641. The strike of the ridge at 

the crossings of Vema 4, 17, and 10 was assumed to be 38", 38", and 

30° respectively. Zero strike was assumed at the crossings of 

Argo, Zapiola, and Vema 12. No error is introduced by this 

assumption if the ship was heading due east or west; the error 

is larger the more the ship's course departs from this ideal. 

In the case of Vema 12, if the strike of the ridge were -30' instead 

of the assumed O", the spreading rate would be 20% less than the 

1.8 cm/yr shown here. 
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Expected magneti,c anomalies were calculated at locations 

near each crossing of the ridge using the normal-reversed time 

scale (and program) of F. J. Vine [Vine, 1966, fig. 121. Features 

on these computed patterns were compared to the observed profiles 

and the relation between time and distance from the crest of the 

ridge established. 

More magnetic profiles should be analyzed to critically test 

this hypothesis. Of particular interest in the Atlantic ie the 

region between the Azores and about 20'N where the predicted value 

of spreading rate changes markedly. 
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